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House na sou fujimoto analysis

There's a moment in the 1941 film. Because that's what they do—they make things smaller. For the Japanese, the house is no exception. Notorious for making whole houses in tiny spaces where we in the West would not dare to have a conversation, let alone lie down to sleep, the Japanese mastered the art of 'less is more'. The NA by
Sou Fujimoto Architects house, in a quiet tokyo neighborhood, at 85m2 (on a 50sm2 site) is small but not unusually small. What is small are the 21 individual floorboards at different heights that make up the house. What's unusual is the transparency of the house. The house is a playground of white structure and glass: small
interconnected platforms that unite to form a kind of treehouse – if the trees grew in such a rectangular, modular way. Clients have expressed a desire to live as nomads within their own home. Floating platforms create a feeling without a place that brings a nomadic, but with it, perhaps, restlessness, frustration that they are never found –
a distinctly unworthy home. The platforms are 2.0 to 7.5 m2 in size connected by short stairs, ladders and mingle steps – the branches in force. There is something strangely unnatural about this natural metaphor, which is difficult to determine. Perhaps it is the restrictive act of regulating a tree into orthogonal modules, or the neural
exposure that such an expanse of glass encourages. Or perhaps the imnnatural imposition of Western sensibility on Japanese architecture. What would I know? I've never lived in Japan. Or a tree. See more closely House NA in this short clip: &amp;; in other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, in
other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, in other 2007, lt;&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;gt; Source House NA, Sou Fujimoto (2011)This is the second part of a two-Tokyo house bivounation: see previous post on Moriyama House by Ryue Nishizawa for more contexts and references. The subtitle of these pieces, The
Silent Accumulation of Urban Elements Rooted in Everyday Life, is the Koh Kitayama line, repeated below.) I recently used jetlag for a very early morning visit to the House of NA Sou Fujimoto, completed in 2011. Up with the first wave of passengers, actually before rush hour, I took a few subway lines from Ginza, perhaps 45 minutes, to
the 'typical' Tokyo suburb of Koenji.Queuing techniques on Tokyo's subwayCoenji, from the stationWho is typical, but also full of interest, consisting of tangles - sometimes grids, sometimes not - of small streets typical of Japanese cities. I could spend all day on these streets, in fact residential but dotted shops, bars, restaurants and
workplaces in completely organic (as Ryue Nishizawa notes, if Tokyo has a masterplan, it's hard to see. And it's even better for that.) The streets have perfect scale and density for pedestrians and bicycles, but are large enough to let small vehicles, such as taxis or services, pass by. They are innately future-proof in this sense, unlike most
British, Australian, American and indeed many European streets. Koenji backstreets The incredible heterogeousness of housing is also a key feature of these typical Tokyo streets, with each house different from the next. I see the same patterns in the much older, preserved Kyoto. It's a wonderfully diverse pattern, and it's immediately
obvious how homogenous and limited the typical 'Anglo' housing offering is, by contrast. Ironically, in societies where individual market choice is clearly valued above all, and with a well-developed sense of individualism, our housing is not diverse at all; The north London I live in is in fact bustling rows of thousands of terraced or semi-
detached houses, as if the late Victorians had bombarded carpet from the sky. Here in Japan, a place that many in the West see as a highly conformist society, every house is magnificently different. In Tokyo Metabolizing (2010), Atelier Bow-Wow's Yoshiharu Tsukamoto describes how this multilayered street environment came about,
with a unique Japanese view of the imported American home ownership model, multiplied by rapid construction techniques, planning guidelines, generational cultural change, a climate that allows spatial diversity, and more recently by the creation of what Tsukamoto calls urban villages. Although they have been present, perhaps latent,
for years, they become more clearly attributed to the city, perhaps inadvertently, after the 1995 Disaster Prevention Development Plan was killed. They in turn preserved and intensified the contained areas behind the urban firewall, defined by what Tskuamoto describes as a quiet expanse of densely packed low-level houses. These areas
are teeming with greenery, and due to the predomases of narrow, metily alleys there is no through traffic. Tokyo has a corrugated shape within its sprawling megacity, with hundreds of these live-density waves around train stations and lines of 10-story buildings - somewhere between a less inflated kind of 'transit-oriented development'
and urbanism breaking in fires - quickly descending on these quiet, human and green backgrounds in between. There are more or less charming versions of it all over Tokyo, with more or less greenery, and different ratios of alleyways and roads, but in this city of houses, it's an instantly clear pattern, seemingly random and a bit chaotic -
albeit therefore, with these eyes - but Tsukamoto accurately shows how these different models fit into three generations of Tokyo suburban development. They begin in the 1920s, and so there are roughly three generations of families, or people, since, and with the lifespan of a typical house also set at 26 years, it means three generations
of housing, with three completely different types. And now the fourth generation, and a chance to take stock of what a 'fourth generation house' could do. Because Tsukamoto sees a clear problem with the trajectory of urban development over the previous three generations, ultimately the trend of intolerance in housing, with patterns
known throughout the 'West': increasingly fragmented social structures leading to more private spaces than communal spaces, enclosed spaces due to air conditioning, construction to the edge of the parking lot to maximize indoor space rather than outdoor space. , which also leads to gaps between houses becoming so small as to be
useless. Atelier Bow-Wow codified three conditions that 'fourth-generation houses' could set an example of how Tokyo would excel as a city. These are: Bringing people outside the family back into the house; Increasing the possibility of residing outside the home; Redefining gaps. Tsukamoto sees a place of strength in favor of these
conditions and the opportunity for a fourth-generation house to be liberated from this program of individualisation and granulation. This makes it even more likely that we may be able to shift the focus of residential architecture towards community and collectivity. In my essays on social and democratic, in the social democratic European
city and the Battle for the Infrastructure of Everyday Life, I also describe this opportunity, admittedly from wider urban or technological corners, not residential architecture. Still, the Atelier Bow-Wow buildings are powerful examples of this shift toward community and collectivity, within the confines of Tokyo's small lots, just as they are sou
Fujimoto's House NA and Ryue Nishizawa's Moriyama House. Together, these houses by all three practices, as well as Koh Kitayama's, are all essays on the possibility of a 'Tokyo fourth generation house', and the kind of deeply humane urban development that might entail. KoenjiFujimoto's House NA sits quietly in the middle of it all, on
a street as typical as any here. As with the aforementioned work, this is a true example of a 'fourth generation house'. As with Nishizawa's Moriyama house, it melts discreetly in its immediate urban landscape, continuing a line of other modest buildings on the street. It has the same height, downtime and massaging, essentially, as
everything around it. Approaching home NAApproaching on the other sideYet House NA soon reveals a completely different organization within this volume. In fact, compared to Moriyama's opaque white boxes, The NA House's stacked glass cubes disappear in sunlight, allowing small trees sitting in plantations to float into the street.
Twenty different levels, almost permeated, were assembled into what would normally be three blunt floors. House NA, Sou Fujimoto (2011)Niklas Maak, who apparently found himself in a similar state of reverie when standing in front of it, wrote: The house stands on the street like an idea that will come true - and in the process eliminate
the conventional notion of a house. Privacy is afforded to curtains, not curtain walls. As Kitayama writes in Tokyo Metabolizing, which I expand in my entry on Moriyama House, the concept of 'public' does not seem to exist in Tokyo. This does not mean that everything is visible; instead, much is not. Nor does it mean that nothing is private;
Actually, it's a lot. It is only that this sense of visibility is not associated with this sense of privacy; the latter is articulated through codes of conduct and presence, not walls and hedges, as Kitayama explains. Fujimoto framed his understanding of these shifting layers as: Perhaps there is no differentiation between home and city, only depth.
In other words, the deepest part of the house can be considered the deepest part of the city and vice versa. And so the house changes layers spatially, socially and psychologically, in terms of privacy, according to the most interesting owner. The interior is private, but it can also be public; The street is a Japanese variation on the public,
but it can also be a place for private conversation or interaction. For all its coded complexity, it's clearly a far finely grainy sensibility from the crude, binary Western models of PUBLIC OR PRIVATE. As for a different project, House N, Fujimoto says:I imagined that the city and the house are essentially no different from each other, but are
just different approaches to the continuum of one topic, or different expressions of the same thing – the wavy primal space in which people live. (Again, read Maakov's living complex for a fascinating unzip of privacy regarding domestic architecture, both in these specific houses and beyond, elsewhere in the 'West'.) Out of its conceptual
function in the new Tokyo, House NA is also just an extremely beautiful object, no matter how rough it sounds. Glass in front of corrugated white curtains, contained in white frames and panels, luminous early morning sunlight flows through it all. These small trees feel like simple deals on the street, not private things trapped behind pristine
hedges or white fences, just as most suburban Kyoto or Tokyo streets are lined with miniature gardens on a centimeter scale, spare space planted or propped with bicycles or small estates. Even the overhead cables that, for some, 'litter' Japanese cities do here. Personally, I love these tangles of power lines and broadband connections
scattered across the street, just as I appreciate the cradle of tram cable cats above the Melbourne intersection. They provide a sense of protective canopy over city streets, wacky buildings, and all their possessions, together but still pale blue skies spreading beyond. The blue Citröen 2CV now seems like a permanent piece of architecture,
as if it represents the principle of asamblase so fundamental to Japanese aesthetics, looming everywhere in everyday time. It's a nice little curvy counterpoint to the materials and right angles that envelop it. It also provides an opportunity for a bit of wabi-sabi-like texturing, as part of the asamblaz, as the structure of the house is clearly in
very good condition, despite being 13. Wabi-sabi may seem an odd reference, standing in the shadow of this seemingly pure white, cleanly padded, industrial skeletal structure with metal frames, and as for much of Fujimoto's other work. Yet by re-reading Leonardo Koren's Wabi-Sabi for artists, designers, poets and phylospheres upon his
return to London, yearning at least for a mental return to the East, I see Koren's opening sentences: Wabi-sabi is the beauty of imperfect, reckless and incomplete things. That's the beauty of modest and modest things. That's the beauty of unconventional things. House NA is all these things, with a closer look at metalwork and glass that
reveals its own contemporary patina, as well as an impenetrable and incomplete assembly of living, constantly in the course. It is certainly, in its utterly omnisting way, humble, humble and unconventional. I mention that the house is in decent condition, 'despite being 13', because the 'Tokyo years' for housing can be similar to 'dog years'
for our canine friends. It is 13 years of middle age, given that the typical life expectancy of a Tokyo building is 26 years. Yoshiharu Tsukamoto writes in Tokyo metabolizing about this pacy 'clock speed' architecture in Japan, and sketches the ability to develop the city through residential prototypes such as NA and Moriyama, and through
Tsukamoto's own work with Atelier Bow-Wow: The first suburbs were created in the 1920s, so the ones we work on now represent the fourth generation. Which means we should build them based on what we learned from the previous three generations. In England, the life expectancy of a house is 100 years. In Tokyo terms, this would be
equivalent to an infrastructure engineering cycle. Which means that in England, architecture and infrastructure do not change during a person's lifetime, and therefore the city does not change either. However, like Ryue Nishizawa Asian cities in general, People's lives are changing, and values are changing, and as they change, the idea
that the city that supports them should also change rapidly points to its shape. There's a Japanese song from the 13th century. Which one will pass first? Kamo-no-Chomei, Hojoki, 1212U things, about 800 years later, the speed of the clock house and master ended up in sync; Rosiš passes together. Thus, in a contemporary home on the
outskirts of Tokyo, Fujimoto's House NA is able to explore and articulate changing contemporary notions of individuality, publicity, privacy, collective space, function and amenity, rather than the static 'lockdown' of the 1890s, 1920s, 1930s or 1950s social more that we see articulated in a typical English suburban home. (See also a post
about moriyama's house for a brief note on how it might be sustainable.) House NA is both a real house and a prototype. By subtly fitting into its context, it achieves the first. Progressively exploring differences with its context achieves the latter. It's both marvellous, quiet, small-time and deeply inspiring as serious research. Of course
House NA, Moriyama House, and various schemes atelier Bow-Wow and Kitayama's WORKSHOP are small beans compared to the macho mega-development that clogs London, New York, Sydney, Shanghai et al. Still, it's hard to argue that what are in fact low-density houses 'doesn't scale' when the context is Tokyo, one of the largest
cities in the world. In its size, with multi-center polynodal geography across the continuous urban landscape developing across Tokyo, Saitama, Chiba and Yokohama, all connected by high-quality mass transit, we see that we don't have to build large to become large. Small grains will be just fine, if they are well connected through
connective services that allow a networked, distributed and ultimately decentralized city. In this, a sketch of the future is more interesting than any 'western' big city, and many Asian ones. Returning to KoenjiKoh Kitayama says, in the introduction to Tokyo Metabolizing, Tokyo has the potential to create change in the city through a quiet
accumulation of urban elements rooted in everyday life.. But it also raises the question: It is not clear whether Tokyo will take the lead in determining the city's new vision. In fact, Kitayama, and these houses, lay the gauntlet to the rest of the city; follow their lead, working with a unique grain of Tokyo and Japanese culture, or continue
instead down the impasse of individualized or oversubtended urban development. Niklas Maak, especially in relation to these two houses, asked: What if [their] design for the private sphere is translated into dimensions of the city, if such a city is built from such. Tokyo is in effect exactly this: a city built from these houses. Yet outside
Tokyo, these 'fourth generation' prototypes feature deeply interesting and exciting design patterns for the city in general. Because just as the various ridges, shuds, boxes and volumes of the NA house and the houses of Moriyama feel like quiet accumulations in themselves, both houses are also part of the quiet accumulation of the city.
They describe a form of city metabolism quite different from their metabolistic ancestors, and one that could be at the forefront of a changing city, given their innately complex but instinctively affordable balancing act of individual, common and collective. If we can better understand how aspects of Japanese culture enable and exploit these
urban conditions and their associated built articulation in humane streets, buildings and neighborhoods, we could learn how to better metabolize cities and elsewhere. too much.
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